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Read more on page 5.
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Welcome!

It’s been a record-setting week for Tramways
Monthly, with the completion of not one, not two but
three editions of the magazine - as well as numerous other top secret developments in other areas of
the magazine! We’re now, finally, well on the way to
catching up our rather large delay in the release of
editions, which should, hopefully, be completed by
the end of the month.
Once again, I would just like to thank everyone
who has stuck with us through our delays and for understanding that this is a voluntary, complimentary
magazine that myself and my team put an awful lot
of time into, for no financial gain whatsoever. The
positive comments that we recieve every month,
though, really do make all the effort worth it!
We have a bit of a double-decker special for
you this month, featuring all three of the tramways
in the world that use double-deck trams on public
service; Blackpool, Hong Kong and Alexandria.
There are, of course, a number of other British heritage tramways that also use double-deck tramcars,
be these are not still in regular public transport usage, leaving just these three tramways listed above!
The Blackpool flavour comes in the form of
the Balloon car, and specifically the latest variety
with the new door modifications, to make the cars
disabled accessible and allow them to be operated
by just two crew members, rather than the current
three that is required. Two of the trams, 700 and
713, made their first trips onto the Promenade after
receiving the modifications earlier this month, on a
test run in the Pleasure Beach area to check clearances between the two cars, and other objects on
the tramway.
Next, we’re heading over to Hong Kong, a
system exclusively operated by deckers, in the second installment of ‘Andrew’s Foreign Forays’. As you
will have no doubt seen from the front cover, this
is an extremely colourful and diverse tram system,
and, despite the large amount of advertising wraps
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Traffic Notes
present, still manages to, in my opinion, retain a
somewhat uniform look across the fleet.
Finally, on the double-decker front, we continue our look at the tramways of Egypt, heading over
to Alexandria which operates double-deck motor cars of the Kinki variety, though these are now
dwindling in numbers - all double-deck trailer cars
that formerly operated on the Ramleh line have
now been withdrawn. This series will conclude next
month with a look back over the three tramways
covered, including fleet lists, route details and more
photographs!
Elsewhere in this edition, we’re culminating our
coverage of trams in the snow for this year (Hopefully!), with a look at four European systems and how
they cope when hit by heavy snowfall. We should
also be revisiting all four of these systems again in
sunnier times later this year, so if you enjoy the photographs then do please keep your eyes peeled!
Perhaps my personal favourite feature of the
month is a Tramways Monthly exclusive - for what
we believe to be the first time ever, we’ve brought
together every single all-over advert ever carried by
Blackpool’s trams for the Pleasure Beach, accompanied by a history of the amusement park’s coverage by the trams. Since 1984, 18 designs have been
carried by the trams - some good, some not so
good! - but arguably this makes the Pleasure Beach
one of the tramway’s most prominent advertisers,
despite it taking them a relatively large amount of
time to realise the advertising potential.
Moving away from the magazine itself, I’ve
had another pretty tram-free month due to my A
level exams, with just one visit to Crich for their annual Enthusiasts’ Tram Event - full coverage of which
will appear next time. This is now my final tramway
visit until after my exams have been completed,
with my train tickets all ready and booked for Blackpool on the 24th June - ahead of the totallyTransport event on the 26th. If you’re in the resort on that
weekend and see me, feel free to come over and
say “Hi!”.
The totallyTransport weekend should be a big
one in the tramway calendar, as it sees a number
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of special events taking place across the country,
as can be seen in our Events Calendar towards the
back of the magazine, whilst it is also going to be
when we will be launching our brand new website
and all of the associated features that are coming
with it! More details about this will feature next time
round, whilst we will also be opening a limited beta
of the site in the next few weeks - keep an eye out
to see if you’re one of the lucky ones to get a sneak
preview!
The new website should address a number
of usability issues that are currently present on our
website, and all in all is a massive improvement over
what we have, with lots of new interactive features
built on your feedback, including all of the current popular sections including the latest news and
more.
Finally, our Facebook fans rolled over into triple
figures this weekend, and I just want to thank everyone who has ‘liked’ us so far! We currently have
two daily photo uploads for your perusal - “Oops!”,
when things go wrong on the tramway, and “On
this day”, a look back at tramway occurences
in the past... on this day - and these seem to be
generating a fair amount of discussion amongst our
fans - head on over and join in! All of our previous
exclusive photographic uploads are also still available to be viewed as well, and you can view the
site - without needing to be a member of Facebook
- at http://www.facebook.com/tramwaysmonthly.
Enjoy the magazine!

Jack Gordon

Jack Gordon - 05/06/11
editor@tramways-monthly.com
Front Cover Caption

Bunching of trams is common in Hong Kong due to
the congested nature of some of the tracks which,
although frustrating for regular commuters, provides
the opportunity to see some amazing line ups. In this
view a long line of traditional four wheelers wait for
the blockage to be cleared so they can continue with
their journeys. Andrew Blood
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Blackpool 31 and Manchester 765 return home
passengers, particularly in the recent spell
of good weather, and its presence in the
park will certainly be missed.
The journey north was completed
in good time and 31 was unloaded at
Beamish by late afternoon, allowing Manchester 765 to take its place on the low
loader.
This tram has only spent a short
period on loan since departing Blackpool
on April 11th this year but has still proved
very popular in its adopted home, being
one of the stars of the recent Great North
Steam Fair event.
The team from Scotts then began
the return journey and by 9pm Manchester 765 was home for the first time since it
left for Blackpool on June 15th last year
and accompanied by some very weary
hauliers! The tram spent the night on the
low loader, and was unloaded the next
morning.
The move of these two trams puts a
final full stop on the Blackpool 125 event,
with all visiting trams now safely returned
home. However, it is expected that this
will not be the end of inter-museum loans,
with Blackpool Pantograph 167 already
confirmed as visiting Beamish in September, with, hopefully, lots more to come in
the future. AB

TRAM TOUR: ‘Promenading with the Princess’
November 2011 marks the end of an era for Blackpool’s
world-famous tramway. To mark this, Tramways Monthly
is hiring the ever-popular Open-top Balloon 706 ‘Princess
Alice’ for a tour of the tramway on Bonfire Night, including
the town’s Illuminations and the entire operational segment of the tramway. More information available from
http://www.tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011

Tickets £10, dep 1100, Pleasure Beach
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Andrew Blood

Two tram moves on May 3rd saw Blackpool Marton Box 31 and Manchester
California 765 returned to their respective
homes at Beamish and Heaton Park.
Both trams had been participants in
the Blackpool 125 celebrations last year
and following their spell by the seaside
had swapped places to run in each others museum, providing novelty for visitors
and enthusiasts and undoubtedly boosting attendances at both venues.
The day began in Manchester when
the familiar sight of Scotts Heavy Haulage
lorry rolled into Heaton Park just before
9.30am. Blackpool 31 had made a last
passenger carrying run the previous day
and was then stripped off its trolley mast
and pole ready for the move.
With the now well practised technique, the loading ramp was swiftly constructed and 31 winched aboard, finally
bidding farewell to the North West, the
area where it has spent the majority of its
life, just before midday and commenced
the journey back to Beamish.
31 had originally left Beamish on
September 15th last year bound for
Blackpool, before arriving at Heaton Park
on November 9th and spending the winter as the main service car. Its open top
deck has been incredibly popular with

Latest News

Heaton Park honoured with red wheel

The Heaton Park tramway in Manchester has been honoured by the Transport Trust as a site of particular historical interest, and has gained one of
their coveted red wheel plaques.
In a ceremony held on May 10th, the Lord Mayor of Manchester visited the park, unveiling the plaque and was later taken for a ride along the
line, appropriately using Manchester California Car 765, newly returned
from Beamish Museum. The plaque is attached to the current depot
building and recognises the fact that the section of line in the park from
Middleton Road gates to the depot dates from 1905 and was part of the
network of the first generation Manchester tramways, laid as a spur to cater for the thousands of day trippers to the park. The current depot building served originally as a large waiting shelter. Heaton Park can therefore
claim to have the oldest section of tramway in use in the country and the
only museum line which re-uses original track.
When the route to Heaton Park was originally abandoned in 1934
the track was simply tarred over, until uncovered with the use of a metal
detector in 1979 to form the basis of the current heritage operation, which
began carrying passengers in 1980 using Manchester 765. Later extensions, which will ultimately see the tramway reach the café area later
this year, have extended the running line significantly and built upon the
achievements of the pioneers who re-opened the track in the park.
Heaton Park has therefore become the second tramway museum in
the country to be recognised by the Transport Trust, following the award of
a red wheel to Crich last year. AB
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Latest News

Trams back on track in
Black Country

Good news has emerged from the Black Country Living Museum near Dudley, where the tram
service is again running, following a period of
enforced shutdown after the theft of sections of
their overhead in January.
The West Midlands museum is the latest
victim of the overhead thieves, following previous thefts in Blackpool and on the Manx Electric
Railway.
All three suffered disruption to their services
as a result of this and for the Black Country Museum it has involved the withdrawal of all tram
services and their temporary replacement by a
vintage coach.
Thankfully, funds have been found to undertake repairs and replacement of the copper
overhead, following expert advice given by
Beamish, and from Good Friday the tram service
was able to resume in full.
The short line is the only example of a narrow gauge tramway in Britain and usually employs one car to transport visitors around part of
the extensive site.
The usual performer is Dudley and Stourbridge single deck ‘tividale’ tram 34 but open
top Wolverhampton 49 sometimes emerges for
special occasions.
At least four others trams are also on site,
but most of these are in outside storage and
completely covered by tarpaulins.
The museum has also now invested in increased security measures which it is hoped will
deter any future incidents such as this.
Hopefully this will be the last occasion a
tramway will be hit by this type of theft, which
always occurs during the closed season when
many tramways switch off their overhead power,
allowing the thieves a much easier target. AB
pu Balloons 700 and 713 are pictured on the Pleasure Beach loop on May 13th 2011. Steve Betts

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

First test run for 700 and 713
The first appearance of the new
look Balloon Cars occurred early
in the morning of May 13th when
cars 700 and 713 left depot and
ran a test run from Foxhall to
Pleasure Beach and back before
the commencement of the regular service.
This was the first chance to
see the new look for the double
deck fleet in Blackpool and only
the second time a widened Balloon has left depot, following on
from 720s single test run last year.
For 700 and 713 it also represented their first appearance on
5

the promenade since the end of
the 2009 season when both cars,
along with 718, were withdrawn
as part of the door modification
process, which became protracted due to the need to source a
second manufacturer after the
original choice went bust.
Both cars are still sporting
their newly applied all white livery,
expected to be retained until
purple vinyls are added in time
for the launch of the upgraded
system in 2012.
The test run was designed to
check clearance between the

two cars to assess whether their
operation this coming season is
viable.
Hopefully, the results were
positive as, by confining the modified cars to depot throughout
2011, Blackpool Transport could
face a severe vehicles shortage,
worsened by the ban on non
transponder fitted cars which is
now in place.
The other three Balloons
undergoing widened door conversion, 707, 709 and 724, remain
in the works, with 709 expected to
be the next completed. AB
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Latest News

First passengers reach Cabin
After an absence of six months, trams
have returned to North Promenade,
following the re-opening of the North
Pier to Cabin section of the tramway.
From the beginning of services on
May 6th, four trams commenced the
new Cabin to Pleasure Beach service, the same number as ran on the
previous timetable to North Pier, again
dropping to two trams for the evening
service.
The trams allocated have been
drawn from the Centenary and Jubilee class, with 646, 647, 648 and 762
being used on the first day. The con-

ductors recently employed have been
laid off again, forcing the operation
of one person operated vehicles, a
situation expected to continue until
conductors return for weekends only
before the next Bank Holiday at the
end of May.
Unfortunately, despite trams
returning to Cabin, this does not mean
that work on this section has been
completed. Currently much of North
Promenade remains a building site
and almost the whole section from
Cocker Street to Gynn Square remains
fenced off to allow pavement recon-

struction to continue.
Only two short sections of fencing
have been removed to allow passengers to access the stops at Cocker
Street and Warley Road, the others
remaining out of use for the immediate future.
Furthermore, the whole of the
area through the Gynn Square tram
stop remains to be completed and a
further gate, similar to those in place
between Central and North Piers, has
been erected, preventing pedestrian
access and having to be opened and
closed for each tram to pass through.

Quarry proposals for Crich revealed
A very surprising statement was released
during May by the Tramway Museum
Society regarding the possible future
development of the adjacent quarry site.
Ever since the tramway museum located
to Crich it has shared the location with
a limestone quarry, but recently this has
been run down and it has been known for
a while that the owners were planning to
decommission it.
Now it has been revealed that developers have produced a plan whereby
the disused quarry will be turned into a
leisure resort, featuring a hotel, leisure
centre, holiday chalets and a retail outlet. Most unusually, it is also planned to
have a tramway linking these facilities.
So far, the Tramway Museum Society has not been asked to comment on
these proposals therefore it is possible
that this new tramway may not have any
connection with the current museum
operation and, if constructed, could use
trams from outside the TMS collection.
The ramifications of these developments, if given the go ahead, could be
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

significant for the Crich Tramway Museum. It has always enjoyed a sense of
isolation, with few other amenities close
by but this will change if the proposals
are agreed, providing potentially a major
new source of visitors, which could boost
attendance at the museum considerably.
Furthermore, the current tramway is
at its least attractive at the point where it
runs alongside the quarry and any improvement in this area would make for a
much more pleasant ride. The inclusion
of hotel facilities would also be popular
with visiting enthusiasts. However, it will
also limit any possibility of extending the
current museum line, as the quarry site
could potentially have provided land for
the museum to expand.
These proposals appear to be in the
very early stages and are not guaranteed to reach a successful conclusion.
Hopefully they will gain support from both
the TMS and the local community and
this can be a positive step forward for the
area, allowing the Crich Museum even
more opportunity to flourish. AB
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Temporary loading and unloading
stops have been erected further north,
opposite the Savoy Hotel to replace
those at Gynn Square.
The inauguration of this section of
track has brought the new Metropole
layout into regular use and also resulted in the siting of a new southbound
stop at North Pier, necessary now this
is no longer the northern terminus.
The Cabin to Pleasure Beach service
is now expected to run until the last
week in May, when, it is hoped, the
next section to Little Bispham will be
ready for use. AB

Edinburgh trams could be scrapped
Things do not look to be getting
much better for Edinburgh’s tram
project, as the beleaguered system
hits another round of problems.
Proposals to close the main
thoroughfare in Princess Street for
around ten months were met with
anger from residents and businesses in the area, and in a swift
U-turn, it has now been decided
that the closure will be postponed
until there is an absolute guarantee
that trams will run along this famous
street.
The issue of the tramway
has also become something of a
political football, with the Scottish
National Party, who have been
staunch opponents of the scheme
since its inception, and who now
have a majority in the Scottish
Parliament, giving a strong indication that the entire project could be
scrapped.
Although mediation has
resolved some of the issues, there

remains the problem that over 70%
of the total budget has now been
spent and, it is argued, it may be
cheaper to scrap the trams altogether than invest further and
continue with the project, as at
least another £100 million is needed
to complete it.
It has been agreed that a full
costing for scrapping the entire
project will be prepared and the
issue will be finally decided in a
special meeting of the council next
month, and it is hoped that this
decision will finally allow the project
to gain momentum.
A further blow this week has
been the resignation of Richard Jeffrey, the chief executive of the tram
project, who has spent two very
difficult years in this post. His predecessor also resigned after only two
years in this role. As yet, a successor
has not been announced and, with
the difficulties which still lie ahead,
may not be easy to find. AB
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Isle of Man update

The results of a hectic winter
works programme are beginning
to be seen on the Manx Electric
Railway, as a series of freshly
repainted trams begin to enter
passenger service.
The main recipients of the
painters brush this winter have
been the four 1894 built Tunnel
Cars, which had begun to look a
little jaded in recent years.
Thankfully, this is now no
longer the case, with all four
members having received
much needed attention. Seen in
service so far have been cars 6
and 9, both freshly treated in the
same livery carried previously,
but notably 9 has been returned
to use without its external illuminations, which this car has carried since the Centenary of the
line in 1993.
Sister car 5 is still believed to
be undergoing preparation for
service after its repaint, with the
possibility emerging that this car
may be illuminated this year as
replacement for 9.
Meanwhile, the much anticipated launch of car 7, beautifully restored following its years
as a works car, is getting closer,
with the almost complete car
spending the recent Bank Holiday on display to the public at

Derby Castle. It may be recalled
that 7 now features a unique
blue livery, thought to be similar
to the cars original appearance
when built in 1894.
The trailer fleet has also
been receiving attention this
winter, but the original intention
of repainting several of these
ready for the 2011 season appears to changed, with only
car 47 receiving a fresh coat of
paint.
The other cars scheduled
for attention, which included
40 and 46, have instead been
treated to a heavy clean to
improve their appearance.
However, it will be trailer car
48 which will turn heads this year
in its freshly applied blue and
ivory paint, chosen to match car
7. The repaint of this car is almost
completed at the time of writing,
ready for the launch of 7.
The next special events on
the Isle of Man will be The Victorian Extravaganza on July 2nd
and 3rd, followed by the annual
Manx Transport Heritage Festival from July 27th to 31st, both
of which are expected to see
special tours and events on the
Manx Electric Railway. AB
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Latest News
International News

New tramway opens in Reims
France has seen another of its cities open a
brand new tramway, following the inauguration of services on the new network in Reims.
With services beginning on April 18th,
this tramway becomes the 22nd new system
to open in France, which has embraced the
new generation of tramways on a larger
scale than any other European country.
Having seen almost total abandonment of tram systems in the 1930s and 1940s,
the tram in France is now seen as the future.
The system in Reims took two and a half
years to constructre, and replaces three bus
routes. There are current two lines in existence, a north-south route from Neufchatel
to the Robert Debre hospital, with another,
shorter line branching off to serve the main
railway station, a combined distance of just
over seven miles.
Eighteen Alston Citadis trams, numbered 101-118, have been delivered to

serve the new tramway. Uniquely however,
the decision has been made not to introduce a corporate identity through having a
single fleet livery. Instead a local artist was
commissioned to choose nine different,
complimentary colours and each tram has
been given one of these. Thus, the tramway
boasts vehicles in fuchsia, lavender, grey,
mandarin, pistachio, azure, turquoise, lemon
or scarlet, adding a splash of colour to the
local transport scene.
Another significant feature of the
new tramway is the dual use of both conventional overhead wires and a surface
contact system in the city centre area. This
has been designed to appease critics of
unsightly overhead being erected in areas
of historical interest, and mirrors arguments
held in towns and cities such as Torquay and
London over a century ago. AB

Liverpool 43 to be a film star?
The Merseyside Tramway Preservation
Society have been approached by a film
company who have asked for their Liverpool
horse tram 43 to be used in certain scenes.
The film, set in the 1890s, charts the life
of a Chinese dissident, Sun Tat-sen, who was
exiled in Liverpool, before ultimately becoming the first President of the Chinese Republic.
The use of the horse tram would help
create a period atmosphere for the film, and
would also benefit the society, who aim to
use any fees to help complete its restoration.
43 was cosmetically restored in the
1980s and then sent to Crich for a loan
period before returning to Birkenhead and
has been stored in the Taylor Street depot
7

alongside its newer electric cousins.
Recently the tram has been transferred
from the museum’s upper floor to re-join the
other trams on the two tracks at the front of
the depot.
Its wheels await repair and towing
gear needs to be fitted before it can be
considered for operation, which would be a
welcome move as currently Crich is the only
tramway museum which can offer a ride in
a genuine horse tram. AB
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Latest News

Shortlist announced for new Metro vehicles



On Saturday 16th July 2011 we open our doors to
recently joined and prospective members to show you
what goes on at the Tramway. You can...






Best of all, the event is FREE to members who have joined in the last
5 years, or only £12 to join on the day. You may even bring a guest to
come and see how you get on. Further details on 0161 740 1919
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
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The rehabilitation of Midland Metro has
taken another step forward with the announcement of a shortlist of manufacturers to build the new fleet of trams.
The contract, expected to be
worth around £50 million has seen
interest from all the major worldwide
tramcar builders, with five of the largest
featuring on the list.
Bombardier, fresh from their success in Blackpool and CAF, the builders of Edinburgh’s new fleet are joined
by Alstom, Siemens and Stadler. Each
builder offers its own variation on the
modern tram.
Centro, the region’s transport authority, expect the procurement process
to be completed with the next twelve
months, when the successful bidder will
be announced. The new fleet is then
expected to arrive and enter service in

late 2014, ahead of the planned opening of the extension to Birmingham New
Street in 2015.
The new order is for a total of nineteen vehicles, which will be sufficient to
run the existing network and the new
extension and will completely replace
the existing fleet of sixteen trams, which
have proved unsatisfactory due to their
limited capacity and high maintenance
requirements. It is expected that these
will be sold on to other operators, possibly one of the mainland European
systems.
The brand new fleet is planned to
be at least 30% larger than the existing
rolling stock, which will enable Midland
Metro to carry significantly more people
and respond to the expected extra demand once the system penetrates the
centre of Birmingham. AB

Blackpool looks to future extensions
The possibility of extensions to the
Blackpool tramway has emerged
again, following the news that Blackpool Borough Council have appointed
a team of consultants to report on the
viability of different schemes.
The consultants have a varied remit, including looking at ways transport
in the town can be better integrated
and also examining how the tramway
could be shaped in the future.
Various options for extensions are
being examined and, proving that history has a habit of repeating itself, two
of these involve trams serving Blackpool
North station and Blackpool Airport.
Readers will realise that, until the
route closures of the 1960s, both of
these locations boasted a frequent
tram service, with the Lytham Road
8

route terminating near the airport and
the Dickson Road line serving the station.
Other options being considered
are the use of tram-train technology
to allow trams access to the heavy rail
lines out of Blackpool North and Blackpool South railway stations, which could
ultimately see trams serving either Poulton or St. Annes and Lytham.
None of these ideas are new, as
most formed part of the initial upgrade
bid to the Government in 2001, which
was subsequently rejected as too expensive at the time. Of all the proposals,
it is expected that the link to Blackpool
North is most likely, especially as turnouts into Talbot Square have already
been inserted this winter in anticipation
of the extension up Talbot Road. AB
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Latest News
Preservation Page															

by Jack Gordon

Leeds 107

Currently, work on this tram is focussing on the underframing, with the object
of mounting it back on its wheels to allow it to be manoeuvred more easily. All
upper deck floor planking has also been fitted and the stair treads are being
tackled next to allow reconstruction of the stair cases. With only five regular
volunteers, the transformation of 107 is an amazing achievement, and hopefully
the tram will be up and running along the street at Crich in the not too distant
future.

London United Tramways 159
Beamish Museum

Work is progressing rapidly towards completion. On the bodywork front, the car
now sports fully fitted, painted and lined out decency panels, destination boxes
and varnished woodwork in the lower saloon. The truck has taken a significant
amount of time to fabricate and will shortly be refitted, with the tram now having been transferred from the accommodation trolley onto trestles in advance
of this. Motors, wheelsets and axleboxes have all been refurbished to a high
standard and the car’s unique lifeguards have been designed and built. It is
expected that 159 will enter passenger carrying service at Crich later this year.

Newcastle 114

The restoration of Newcastle 114 at Beamish Museum has taken a further step
forward with the recent delivery of the second motor which had been away at
an outside contractors, allowing its refitting to the tram. The team at Beamish
have been working incredibly hard to return this tram to the active fleet and it
has also now been remounted on its truck and work is progressing well on the
final fitting out and reassembly of the last few body parts, which should see the
tram debut very soon.

Edinburgh 23

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Dean Sharp

Recent progress on car 23 has seen toughened glass fitted, lamp holders
installed, all saloon flooring fitted and wheel arch covers fabricated. Work is
ongoing in fitted seating. Externally, undercoating of the panelling has been
completed and internal varnishing is in progress. Unfortunately, 23 is soon to be
made homeless, but the trust is actively seeking a new base in which to continue the restoration. There are hopes 23 will be fully completed in time for the
opening of Edinburgh’s second generation system.
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News in Pictures
t The Mayor of Manchester, watched by prominent
members of the manchester Transport Museum Society,
unveils the presitigious red wheel plaque on Heaton
Park’s depot. Joe Savage
tq Cabin at last! Centenary Car 647, in its B and M Bargains advert livery, stands at the current northern terminus
before reversing over the crossover to return to the Pleasure Beach. Jonathan Niblock
q Despite expectationsthat this livery would only last a
few months, Sheffield Supertram 120 is still proudly wearing the special blue and cream livery, applied last year
to commemorate 50 years since the abandonment of the
original tram system. Ian Buck

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Pictorial

Andrew’s Foreign Forays: 2 - Hong Kong by Andrew Blood

In April 2010 I achieved a long term ambition and visited Hong Kong for the first
time to travel on a system operating the largest collection of double deck tramcars in the world – and what a system it is! Over 150 four wheel trams operate
with frequencies of every 90 seconds and fares so cheap that they seem to be
almost giving rides away. The trams are colourful, packed and full of character
and the environment they operate in is stunning, with towering skyscrapers and
bustling commuters everywhere.
Similar to Blackpool, the trams operate on a virtually straight route, from
Shau Kei Wan to Kennedy Town, although, like Blackpool, various short workings run, with major termini at Western Market, North Point, Shek Tong Tsui and
Causeway Bay. In addition there is a branch off the main route to serve the

Happy Valley area and racecourse, which is a great place for photographs as
trams arrive in convoy and lay over at the terminus.
The trams are all virtually identical, wooden body four wheelers dating from
the 1980s and 1990s but looking older. A ride upstairs is essential, especially at
the front where a full drop down window is provided – perfect for photography!
The new trams, the Millennium class, lack this feature and much of the character of the rest of the trams – but there are only four of them and only three
currently in service. In addition, two tourist trams, illuminated at night, exist, but
sadly only operate on private hires these days.
In looking through the hundreds of pictures I took, I’ve tried to select images to convey the variety and atmosphere of this unique system.

p Three trams lay over at the Happy Valley terminus, showing the variety of
advert liveries carried. All are vinyl and can be applied in hours. I saw one tram in a
camouflage based advert and two days later had reappeared green and orange!
In this picture, trams 132, 135 and 53 wait for their next departures. The leading tram
is heading to the northern terminus at Kennedy Town, but the other two will be providing short workings.

p Central is the hub of the system, with an endless stream of trams, all carrying fully seated and standing loads as passengers battle to get a ride. There is also
a handy department store here, with a balcony allowing aerial views of the trams
passing. Cars 108 and 73 pass 116 – 73 is on a short working to North Point so, unusually, has some spare seats downstairs. All of Hong Kong trams are single ended –
loading is through the rear doors and you alight at the front, paying the driver on the
way out by dropping coins into a fare box or swiping a pre payment card. The flat
fare is about 16p for any distance – bargain!
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pt Before going to Hong Kong, I’d read about how the trams often
bunched but didn’t see any evidence of this until almost the last day. Walking
through the Central district I noticed an absence of trams and then came upon
an amazing sight. The line had been blocked for a few minutes and in that time
at least 25 trams had built up, standing nose to tail, all wearing different adverts.
After about 10 minutes, everything was clear and the trams were running freely
again. The tram at the head of this amazing line up is the Hong Kong answer to
Balloon 717. Tram 120 has been refurbished into 1949 condition and is the only
one to carry all green fleet livery. However, like 717, it is not treated as a vintage
tram and operates normal service daily. Here, it is returning to Whitty Street Depot, the main depot on the system, looking somewhat dwarfed by the skyscrapers behind!
p Hong Kong comes alive at night – with more neon than even Blackpool
prom can manage. Here, car 162 heading to Happy Valley passes one of the
two illuminated tourist trams, which was operating a private hire. Car 28 (given
this number because it’s a lucky number in Chinese) is a green liveried open
balcony car, slightly reminiscent of Wallasey 78, while the other tourist tram, 128,
is painted red and has a fully enclosed and a totally open section upstairs.
t Brand new and straight out of the box! Car 172 is the prototype for a
new fleet of trams to replace all of the existing traditional cars over the next few
years. I managed to capture it on a rare test run, seen outside Whitty Street Depot and heading towards Kennedy Town. Now, Blackpool, that’s how to modernise your fleet!
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p A comparison of styles. Traditional tram 56 stands behind the first of the Millennium class, number 168. 56 carries one of the most colourful adverts in the fleet, for a local convenience store. The new trams aren’t too popular with locals, especially the fixed front window upstairs, which doesn’t allow enough ventilation. Three are currently in service, with a
27 -whiskers?
May 2011
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13 and white. Is it me, or do the slots on the front dash panel lookIssue
fourth
reserved for air conditioning experiments and all carry this updated fleet livery of green
like cats

Pictorial

p Car 98 is just about to turn into the terminus at Shau Kai Wan, whist 46 is off on the 40 minute journey to Western Market. The termini all have loops, allowing the single ended
trams to terminate effectively. Behind the trams is the Peak, the highest mountain in Hong Kong and the home of a cable tram which hauls you to the summit. And, yes, you can
Issue 27 - May 2011
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have
a McDonalds in Hong Kong if you’ve had enough of dim sum!

Pictorial

p A final look at Hong Kong, showing car 62 heading towards Western Market. This was taken from the convenient front window of a passing tram and shows the typical hustle and
bustle of daily Hong Kong life. The trams aren’t segregated form other road traffic but still manage to maintain a frequent and reliable service. Hopefully I’ll be returning to Hong
Issue 27 - May 2011
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Kong
soon as it definitely ranks as one of my all time favourite systems in the world.

Special Feature

The Tramways of Egypt - Part Two by Lars Richter

Picking up from where we left off last month, Lars
and the rest of his party boarded an evening train in
Cairo, bound for Alexandria...
We got off the train at Sidi Gaber and took the
Ramleh interurban to town from there (we knew
that the trams from the railway station take forever
going to the hotel - during our stay there were none
at all that way we later discovered!). Our hotel was
just by Ramleh station.
Day 4 fell on a Friday. This means that everything is shut until about noon in Egypt. We walked
towards St. Catherine loop and took a Duewag
tram to Karmouz depot. Streets were almost empty
and it didn’t take long before we were allowed to
operate the tram (with passengers). A quick visit at
Karmouz depot showed us all the delights this city
has to offer (lots of 1960s Duewag trams with a trolley pole) for the serious tram enthusiast.
We then took a taxi to the APTA headquarters
but of course they had really meant to meet us
on the Saturday, Friday being their Sunday. So the
group split, some of riding the interurban and some

of us exploring the city lines.
During our stay we found out
that line 7 was closed for rebuilding.
Also Moharram Bey depot was cut
off from the main network because
of track renewal. There was a shuttle service using Ganz sets between
the depot and Nouzha. Nearly all
the Duewag trams terminated at
the railway station (or St. Catherine)
whilst a small number of Kinki sets
shuttled between Ramleh station
and Ras El Tin loop. Route number
signs are rare on the Duewag trams
these days (I managed to obtain
three with the help of depot staff)
but many cars have details written in chalk on the front (not easily
readable to us).
We noticed that many of the
street name signs are still in French and the current
spelling of locations varies from source to source
and map to map. Like in Cairo,
there were not many restaurants
(only fastfood) but we went to one
our Danish friends had discovered
some years ago in another hotel on
the Ramleh line. Very cheap and
excellent food.
On Saturday (day 5) we did
meet the APTA contacts and during
the visit to the HQ also had an audience with the general manager. It
turns out that the Danish museum
wants another Duewag tram for
its collection (the two they had
brought back from Alexandria are
in the process of being rebuilt into
Copenhagen “state” - the third one

to remain as is). I guess it will take many more visits
to get this rolling. It took a long time the last time!
We learned that APTA wants all the Duewag
trams to be refurbished, ideally by keeping the
present body look and with the work all done by
APTA staff in order to modernise the depots and
workshops and also to pass on new skills to the
workforce. They had previously issued a tender but
this resulted in two Chinese companies wanting to
do it all in China and with new modern car bodies.
There will therefore be a new tender issued, more
along the lines of the wishes of APTA.
Also, APTA is developing a new tram together
with the Leipzig Leoliner company - this could be for
any Egyptian tramway - there are no current plans
to use these trams in Alexandria. But the Ganz cars
are not liked by the staff and workshop people so
may get replaced with something or other. On the
interurban the electrical equipment of the earlier
cars is now slowly incorporated into replica car

p Duewag 807, seen with sisters ready to enter Karmouz depot on the 21st February 2010.
t Duewag 806 with British “guest driver” close to El Max terminus on the 19th February 2010.
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bodies made in Helwan. These are exact copies
of the original Kinki cars (and of course very similar
to the 6000/61000 cars in Cairo), one set has been
done so far with the old car bodies ready for scrapping in the depot.
Line 7 is being modernised/upgraded and
will be extended. We were then driven in a mini
bus to the three depots (two city depots including
Karmouz workshops and the interurban depot) to
inspect them at our leisure. We noted that none of
the old works cars had survived nor any of the old
double deck Ramleh trailers.
The way we were received at APTA was of
course quite in contrasts to Cairo. We have the
impression that Alexandria is a well run system with a
vision for the future. We saw models and sketches of
the way they are going to modernise the infrastructure (including stations/platforms) on all the lines.
The Ramleh line equipment and the Ganz and Kinki
cars on the city lines look in a much better state
than anything we saw in Cairo.
Only the aged Duewag cars need an overhaul
pretty urgently. Many are stored at Moharrem Bey
depot and a fair number are under repair inside
Karmouz works. Not many of the original Copenha-

gen windows remain and if they do
rebuild the bodies they will probably
have to use completely new bodies.
We later travelled more of the
lines. All fares are 25 Piaster (only on
lines 25 and 36 which run mostly on
the interurban and then a few stops
into town they seem to charge 35
Piaster if you go past Ramleh station
into town). In Alexandria the first
car of each tram set (including the
interurban but obviously excluding
the single Duewag cars) is reserved
for women. Many women also
travel on the other cars as well but
if a male tourist rides the first car the
conductor will show him the right
car at the next stop...
Our last full day in Alexandria (day 6) was spent riding various lines. We also jumped at any chance to drive
Duewag trams... APTA city motormen are usually
very keen if you give them a little of the alternative
currency.
Of course our depot visits and frequent sightings around the tram lines had
made them all aware of our visit.
This involves a certain Danish souvenir. I can’t say anything more here
but if you are going there and want
to be chums with everybody contact me at mail@tra.ms. Note that
this does not work on the interurban
(yet)!
We had been warned not to
drink any unbottled water in Egypt
(and not to use it for brushing teeth)
so we tried to avoid this as much as
possible. We drank lots of tea available in countless little cafes (but
we did not drink the tap water that

came with it) and we also sampled local food and
pastry sold at roadside stalls.
None of us had any health problems but the
Cairo smog is not very nice (luckily two days out of
the three there were fine)! Alexandria was much
less of an adventure than Cairo but the tram system
there is of course much bigger and more interesting. We will happily return to all the locations we
visited on this trip.
Flying back on day 7. Most of us took a morning train to Cairo and we caught a regular cab at
the railway station to the airport. Haggle (they will
tell you how much they have to pay to be let into
the airport compound and that their many children
need money for education...)! By the way, we used
first class trains and also second class trains between Cairo and Alexandria. They all need reservations and we were happy on both. You will probably
get a little help from an officer of the Tourism &
Antiquites police at the railway station (he needs to
be tipped). Taking photos of trains was no problem
but on the Cairo metro (run by the state railway) it
is forbidden!

p Kinki 1110 is seen on line 36 at El Shatby, on the Ramleh line, on February 19th 2010.
t Kinki double-decker 124 is seen pulling two trailers during the author’s visit.
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pt Car 601 is pictured inside Moustafa Kamel depot, on Alexandria’s Ramleh line, on the 20th February 2010.
p Keeping with the Ramleh line, and newly built set 113+114+115 is seen
working a line 2 service at San Stefano, one day later on the 21st February 2010.
t Finally from Alexandria this month, we see two of the system’s Duewag
cars, numbers 886 and 864, sat outside the depot at Karmouz, on the 19th February.
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European Trams in the Snow by Ian Buck

t The KT4D tram has long been the standard vehicle across the Berlin
network, although the introduction of Bombardier Flexity trams are gradually
ensuring the predomination of more modern, low floor rolling stock. This example
is seen at Blokkenwegdam operating on Route 21.

u A further example of the KT4D tram, again in Berlin’s smart yellow and
white livery is seen at dusk, making a lonely path through the gathering snow.
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u Ganz built articulated car passes a sister whilst operating on Budapest’s
Route 41, which is wholly operated by these now elderly vehicles. The 41 route
operates on the Buda side of the city and travels alongside the River Danube for
part of its journey, making it a popular line for tourists.

t Car 1481 stands at the terminus of Route 50 at Harat Ut. This line, which
mainly operates through the suburbs of the city, is worked by a mixture of Ganz
articulated cars, as seen here, and ex Hannover trams.
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t The CKD Tatra built T5C5 type trams are numerous throughout the city,
often working in multiple pairs on route with heavy traffic requirements. Here, car
4112 leads a sister through a blizzard whilst working Route 1.

u To help with the withdrawal of older and obsolete stock, Budapest purchased batches of redundant high floor Duwag trams from Hannover. Swiftly
repainted from the former city’s green livery into Budapest’s yellow, they have
undergone little other alteration and are now limited to running only in the suburbs. Car 1540 is an example, seen here at Harat Ut.
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u The German town of Goerlitz is the venue for this picture of Tatra KT4 tram
number 314, waering a red based all over advert livery, negotiating a snowy
junction whist working Route 3.

t Another view in Goerlitz, taken by the town’s railway station, shows a mismatched pair of Tatra KT4’s. The lead car, number 314, is in the yellow fleet livery,
contrasting with its partner which sports an all over advertising livery
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t Zurich’s unique Cargotram, which inaugurated a service carrying freight
around the city in 2003, is seen here, amid piles of snow, at Wollishafen. The tram
is primarily used for transporting refuse cheaply and efficiently and has been an
unqualified success since its introduction.

u The Zurich tramway is a model of efficiency and doesn’t allow heavy
snowfalls to impeded services. The snowplough car, painted in a green and yellow livery and numbered 1923, is seen fighting to clear the piles of accumulated
snow, a battle it looks set to win.
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u A significant proportion of the Zurich tram felt is made up of the ‘Tram
2000’ type which, despite their name, were constructed in batches between
1978 and 1992. They can run in either coupled pairs, as in this picture, or singly.
Here, number 2054 leads a sister car through the already cleared snow at Seebach whilst working Route 14.

t This very atmospheric shot is of ‘Tram 2000’ number 2057 on a Route 4
working at Tiefenbrul. The tracks have been effectively cleared by the snowploughs leaving piles of crisp snow along the track edges but allowing the service
cars to continue unimpeded.
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The Trams of the Pleasure Beach by Andrew Blood

Considering the first all over advert was launched in Blackpool in 1975, it took the town’s largest entertainment venue, the Pleasure Beach, a surprisingly long time
to realise the potential of having their own advert tram trundling up and down the promenade. Other attractions, such as the Opera House, North Pier and Blackpool Zoo were much quicker to recognise the benefits of advertising on the trams in this way. However, once the first Pleasure Beach tram appeared in 1984 it was
the beginning of a long association between the fairground and the tramway with barely a season going by without a Pleasure Beach advert tram gracing the
tracks. Over the years, many different designs have appeared in a myriad of different colour schemes and this features aims to re-unite you with all of the Pleasure
Beach trams.
didn’t advertise the Pleasure
half cream fleet livery.
Beach itself but attractions with621’s replacement appeared on the tracks
in the park; one side featuring
in April 1988, with sister car 630 taking over the
signwriting for the Comedy Exreigns. The launch of a new ride has often been the
press in the Horseshoe Showbar
excuse for a new advert and in this case it was the
whilst the other promoted the
Avalanche bobsleigh ride which was promoted, usHot Ice show. The cab ends of
ing a much brighter base colour of sunshine yellow.
621 enhanced its appearance
A representation of the ride twisted over the cars
as they featured a swept down
centre doors and the cab ends featured the wordyellow V, reminiscent of the end
ing ‘Pleasure Beach’ within a star, although for the
V’s carried by the railcoaches
1989 season this was altered to the venue’s latest
in the 1940s and 1950s. 621
logo, a smiling face against a blue background.
appeared in this guise for four
As an aside, the 1988 season also witnessed some
seasons before withdrawal for a
healthy competition with the rival Camelot theme
major overhaul in March 1988.
park also choosing to have an all over advert, a
This lasted
for the rest
of the year,
with frequent
interruptions
for more
Brush Car 621 has the honour of carrying the
pressing work on other trams
pioneer Pleasure Beach advert, which appeared in
and 621 was often stored in
March 1984. Although dark coloured trams are not
the depot for long period, with
always an asset to the passing promenade scene,
traces of its Pleasure Beach adin this case the choice of a deep blue base colour,
vert still visible, until entering the
matched with yellow relief was an attractive one.
Paint Shop in January 1989 for
Like many subsequent adverts by this sponsor, 621
a repaint in the half green and
p The tram that started the Pleasure Beach advert revolution. Brush Car 621 displays its dark
blue scheme in this view at Manchester Square in 1986, showing the side which promoted the
Comedy Express at the Horseshoe Showbar. Alan Spencer
u Wearing a cheerful sunshine yellow scheme for the Avalanche ride, Brush Car 630 waits
at Cleveleys for OMO 10 to reverse, before joining it on a run back to Talbot Square. At this
point, in 1992, 630 was in its fifth season in this livery and had one more year to go before the
advert expired. Andrew Blood
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cream design on Ex-Towing Car 678, although this
only lasted for two seasons. 630 soldiered on until
August 1993 when the advert, by now looking a little
jaded, expired and the car was repainted in the
latest fleet livery with green skirt and black window
surrounds.
Following the demise of 630, for the first time in
a decade, the promenade was without a Pleasure
Beach tram. Very surprisingly, the launch of perhaps
the most iconic ride in the park, the Pepsi Max Big
One, didn’t result in a new advert and throughout
the 1994 season the Pleasure Beach remained
unrepresented in the ranks of all over advert trams.
However, this was rectified for 1995 when Ex-Towing
Car 678 emerged in April advertising the Little and
Large show in the Paradise Rooms. In a nod to
the past, dark blue was again chosen as the base
colour but the design was much less attractive than
the previous effort on 621, featuring minimal signwriting in a pink colour and large cabs end logos
simply reading ‘Little and Large’. Thankfully, this
advert was relatively short lived and in August 1997
the slogans were removed, with 678 running for a
few weeks in its plain blue base colour until a new
advert, for the Royal British Legion, was applied.
Not technically an all over advert, but the

ranks of the Pleasure Beach
sponsored trams swelled in 1996
when Stockport 5 arrived in the
resort after lengthy restoration,
carrying Pleasure Beach adverts
along its raised decency boards
promoting the centenary of the
park. This turned out to be a
nod to the past, as the Pleasure
Beach had also featured on the
decency panels on one side of
Dreadnought 59 in the run up to
the 1985 Centenary. In the case
of Stockport 5, the adverts were
rarely seen as the tram made
only very occasional sorties from
the depot and didn’t enter regular passenger service until the
2003 season, by which time the
adverts had been removed.
1997 proved to be a watershed year, when, for the first time, the Pleasure
Beach chose to have not one, but three advert
trams simultaneously. Brush Cars 621, 623 and 627
all entered the Paint Shop to emerge in August in
different colours and promoting different aspects
of the Pleasure Beach. First up was 621
marking a return to Pleasure Beach sponsorship for this tram and carrying adverts
for the Hot Ice Show in a very appropriate ice blue and white colour scheme.
623 followed in a less appealing black
and dark green advert for the Mystique
show whilst 627 completed the trio wearing purple and promoting the Paradise
Rooms. Sadly, these three adverts also

marked a turning point in another way as all three
were plastered with the now infamous view obscuring contravision across all saloon windows, the first
time this material had been used to such an extent
and immediately resulting in these cars becoming
the most unpopular in the fleet with the travelling
public.
As if three adverts weren’t enough, the following season witnessed the emergence of a two more
and, for the first time, the Pleasure Beach turned
away from railcoaches and chose instead to use
Balloon cars to promote two new attractions within
the park. First up, in March, was Balloon 704 which
emerged from the paint shop in an all over black
scheme to advertise the new Eclipse circus musical.

pu . Less inspired was this scheme, applied to ex Towing Car 678 in 1995. Lasting for only two seasons,
the tram is seen here at North Pier, heading an impressive cavalcade of trams heading southbound
and comprising 678, 703, 644, 680 and 709, whilst Bolton 66 looks on from the centre track. Andrew
Blood
t Showing well the claustrophobic effect created by full contravision, 621 loads up at the Tower in its
first season as the Hot Ice Tram. This view, taken from the Tower overbridge is no longer possible, following its demolition as part of the current promenade improvement works. Andrew Blood
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Black had, at this time, rarely featured as the base
colour for advert trams and it could have resulted
in a sombre appearance. However, the additional
of a white V on the cab ends improved the tram’s
look, although the semi naked dancer Vladimir who
appeared across most of the bodyside gave the
tram a very unique appearance.
The second Balloon Car advert, which debuted in April, was even more bizarre. The opening of
the Pasaje del Terror was announced with an advert
on one half and one cab of 723 and, to emphasise the scary nature of the new attraction, a huge
white skull faced figure on a blood red background
glared down from the tram. The remainder of 723
was more restrained, with a blue design for Ripley’s
‘Believe it or Not Odditorium’.
The three Brush Car adverts all came up for

renewal at the beginning of
the 2000 season and thankfully
the replacement designs were
lacking in contravision, although,
taking the lead from the Pleasure
Beach, other advertisers have
since incorporated the use of
this extremely unpopular material into their designs. 621 was
repainted in a virtually identical
livery for Hot Ice, apart from the
re-introduction of clear windows
which made the design even
more attractive and proved
that contravision didn’t always
lead to better end results. 623
was even more fortunate as the
original dark colours gave way
to a much more pleasing pink,
white and black colour scheme,
again promoting Mystique. However, the decision
by the Pleasure to abandon the use of the Paradise Rooms made 627 obsolete so it’s advert was
discarded. With all promotional slogans removed,
the car remained in its purple base coat, looking
particularly tatty throughout the
2000 season, only retuning to a
respectable appearance the following year with a new advert for
Coral Island.
The reduction in the Brush
car adverts from three to two
didn’t result in a reduction in the
amount of Pleasure Beach advert
trams however as a further Balloon Car was destined to receive
a scheme for the park, resulting

from the introduction of the brand new Valhalla
ride. 720 was the car earmarked and the scheme
was perhaps one of the most imaginative and creative designs ever seen on a Blackpool tram. The car
was given an orange base coat but what made it
stand out was the use of a flame effect all over the
body, almost giving the appearance that the car
was on fire. A huge skull over the entrance doors
enhanced the design and 720 became a real head
turner when it appeared on the prom.
The final change in 2000 was to the Eclipse
tram, 704, which entered the paint shop to have its
original all black scheme updated and emerged
looking much more colourful in a new black, orange and red design. Rather than use traditional
solid blocks of colour, the different shades blended
into each other to give an unusual and very attractive look to the new advert.
Therefore with five advert trams the Pleasure
Beach could rightly claim to be the dominant advertiser on the tramway. The status quo was maintained throughout the following four seasons and
in 2003 in particular they received a lot of exposure
as advert trams were beginning to be allocated
to services in preference to those retaining fleet
colours. However, external forces were about to im-

p The drabbest of the three 1997 adverts was inflicted on 623, which was given this dull dark
green and black scheme. Seen here on the Pleasure Beach inner loop, it shares the tracks
with fellow Pleasure Beach tram 621 and a fleet liveried Twin Car. Andrew Blood
u The bright sunshine accentuates the bright purple livery on 627, which is about to run a short
Tower to Pleasure Beach journey in 1997. Sister car 633, passing on a run to Cabin was later to
become famous as the basis for the Illuminated Trawler. Andrew Blood
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pact on the Pleasure Beach adverts as, one by one,
the trams carrying them began to be the victims of
a changing fleet policy.
The first casualty was 704 which entered the
works for a routine examination at the end of the
2003 season when severe roof corrosion was diagnosed. Fairly major work was required to bring
the car back to a safe operating standard and
therefore the tram was withdrawn and joined the
long queue for works attention. Ultimately this was
destined never to be carried out and the tram was
to remain hidden at the back of the depot, slowly
cannibalised of parts, but still retaining its Eclipse
livery. In 2010 the tram was purchased for preservation by the Lancastrian Transport Trust although, as
yet, it has not left its resting place nor received any
attention to remove its increasingly faded adverts.
To replace 704, the inventive Valhalla advert
was sacrificed, with 720 swopping a colourful and
eye catching scheme for a blander, all over black
effort. Unlike the original livery on 704, there was
nothing really to make the new scheme stand out
and this could be seen as representing a turning
point as, from now on, the well thought out adverts
of the past were giving way to simpler and less imaginative designs.

The end of the 2004 season saw the infamous fleet cull,
resulting in the withdrawal of
the majority of the Brush Cars,
including both Pleasure Beach
advert trams 621 and 623. In the
case of 621 this was the beginning of a protracted period of
storage, interrupted only by
occasional shunting. Rumoured
to have been sold, 621 still lies
within the confines of the depot,
its Hot Ice advert now covered
by thick layers of dust and grime.
623 was slightly more fortunate,
being re-activated for one day
of passenger service in 2005,
followed by occasional use as a
driver trainer before returning to
storage at the end of that season. However, its Mystique advert
was not destined to remain in place for long, as the
tram entered the works in 2007 for a wartime liveried
repaint prior to a return to active use.
With so many Brush Cars sidelined, the Pleasure
Beach was left with Balloons to continue their tradition of advert liveries and therefore, to
replace 621 and 623, two more adverts
were needed. 715 and 721 were the chosen recipients, the former being a very
unusual choice as it was widely expected
to be a candidate for withdrawal. Unfortunately the colourful designs on the
Brush Cars were not replicated in the new

adverts with both cars featuring plain white base
coats and minimal signwriting, 721 promoting the
Hot Ice show and 715 advertising Mystique. These
were also the first Pleasure Beach advert trams to
feature vinyls instead of hand painted signwriting,
beginning a process which has continued to the
present day. Close inspection revealed differences
between the vinyls but from a distance the tams
could almost have passed as twins.
With four Balloon Car adverts, two of them
newly applied, there was not expected to be much
change to the ranks of the Pleasure Beach advert
trams for some time. However, this proved optimis-

pu Seen in 1998 in the depot is Balloon 704, mid way through the application of its Eclipse livery, The
black base coat and white V’s have been applied and the signwriting is complete. The blank space
above the doors and across the staircase panelling has been reserved for the semi naked dancer
Vladimir. Andrew Blood
t ‘Beyond the Limits of Fear’ as 723 attempts to scare another load of passengers at the Pleasure
Beach in 2005. At this point the livery was seven years old and beginning to look a little faded, although the other side had been re freshed with a blue advert for the Paul Zerdin show replacing the
original Ripley’s version. About to embark on a full length run to Fleetwood, 723 has to wait for fellow
Pleasure Beach tram 721 to vacate the loading stop.. Andrew Blood
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tic, as a decision by the park’s management in early 2006 to concentrate their advertising budget outside of the resort rendered all four adverts obsolete
and the contracts were all cancelled. After eleven
years of uninterrupted exposure the Pleasure Beach
was to be without an advert tram once more. 715
and 721 were quickly stripped of their vinyls, returning to use in their plain white base coats. 723, which
by this time had become the Pleasure Beach’s
longest lived advert, still carrying its now faded eight
year old Pasaje del Terror livery, was admitted to the
Paint Shop in July, emerging in a new red scheme
for McDonalds. This left 720, which continued in service, although its advert had officially expired, until
September when a routine examination revealed

the tram required structural
attention to its roof which was
leaking badly. In a similar situation to 704 previously, the tram
was then sidelined for attention,
although in this case 720 was
more lucky and it was ultimately
stripped down and given a major rebuild to emerge as the first
of the widened Balloon Cars.
It appeared that the days
of the Pleasure Beach advert
were over but in a surprisingly reversal of fortune, the decision to
advertise only outside of Blackpool was quickly rescinded. The
management obviously realised
the folly of their earlier decision
and recognised the benefits of
having a tram promoting the
park trundling up and down the
promenade. Therefore the 2007 season saw the
beginning of a resurgence in Pleasure Beach advertising with Balloon Car 719, newly released from
its long term role as the Walla
Ice Cream tram, being adapted
to promote the opening of the
new Infusion ride. In a striking
livery of two tone blue, the extra
embellishments carried as part
of the Walls contract were used
to good effect and the design
was a pleasing addition to the
promenade scene. The only
slightly jarring note was the use
of contravision across the front

top deck windows, which had been newly reinstated after more than a decade of being panelled
out, thus limiting passengers forward vision.
719 lasted in this guise until the beginning of
the 2009 season when its vinyls were removed and
the tram returned to service in its pale blue base
coat. Its replacement was quickly on the track
when 721 emerged in its second spell as the Pleasure Beach advert tram. Like 704 and 720 before it,
black was again chosen as the car’s base colour
but, for the first time ever, the scheme promoted
the Pleasure Beach as a generic concern, rather
than focussing on one particular aspect, such as a
new ride or show. The park’s slogan, ‘See It, Feel It,
Love It’ featured prominently on the between deck
panelling in gold, an interesting choice of colours
which complimented the black base well. For 721
however this advert livery proved to be a curse
and became the shortest surviving of any Pleasure
Beach livery. At the end of the season it was sidelined as part of a further fleet reduction, which saw
off several unrefurbished Balloon Cars, and, as the
advert has been hurriedly transferred to another
tram, it was not considered as a candidate for

p Now without contravision, the Hot Ice livery on 621 is seen in this view of the tram having
just left the three track layout at Bispham on a service journey to Fleetwood. This livery still
survives today, although since 2004 it can only be seen on the rare occasions 621 is shunted
within the depot. Andrew Blood
u Three Brush Cars occupy the Pleasure Beach loops, all in different advert schemes, including the pink, black and white Mystique car 623. Sisters 632 promoting Brannigans and 637 in
Blackpool Zoo livery complete the line up. Andrew Blood
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temporary reinstatement in 2010, unlike several of its sisters. 721
remains, therefore, tucked deep in the tram depot, awaiting
collection by its new owner and joining 621 and 704 in having
been withdrawn whilst promoting the Pleasure Beach.
The latest advert took to the rails in July 2010, with 719
again returning to the ranks of the Pleasure Beach trams. The
car had remained in its blue base since losing its previous
scheme but it was now given a near copy of 721’s previous
scheme, again using black and gold vinyls on a black base.
Minor differences were incorporated, with more gold on the
car ends and different between deck slogans, with one side
promoting the Hot Ice show and the other given the ‘Love it’
slogans.
Returning to use in 2011 with new show dates applied,
719 continues to fly the flag for the Pleasure Beach. Scheduled for door modification over next winter, it is not yet known
whether it will return to service next year still retaining its advert
or whether the Pleasure Beach will choose another Balloon or
indeed a Flexity to promote the park. Strangely the Pleasure
Beach have never taken advantage of the all year exposure
offered by the Centenary or Jubilee Cars, always choosing
Balloons or Railcoaches to carry their adverts. Since the first
design appeared on 621 in 1984, there have been eighteen
Pleasure Beach all over adverts, some, like the Valhalla design
have been imaginative additions to the Promenade scene
whilst others like the bland white efforts on 715 and 721 are best
forgotten.
However, over the years, the Pleasure Beach have contributed significantly to the profits on the tramways through
their adverts and it is to be hoped that this tradition continues
on the upgraded system.
pu The most amazing and imaginative livery ever adopted by
the Pleasure Beach and probably one of the best advert schemes
ever, 720’s flame effect Valhalla scheme is shown in all its glory at
the northbound loading stop at North Pier in its first season of use.
Andrew Blood
u With its yellow, orange and black colours reflected in the rain,
704 stands at its sponsor’s premises, the Pleasure Beach, whilst the
conductor opens the points for it to access the outer loop. Andrew
Blood
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u Starr Gate terminus is the location for this view of the black Eclipse livery carried
by 720. The height of the weeds shows just how derelict and neglected this area had
become prior to its choice as the location of the new depot, which has seen this
area totally transformed. Andrew Blood
qu The bland white Mystique livery on 715 is framed by a backdrop of the Big One
roller coaster as the car travels along New South Promenade close to the end of its
journey to Starr Gate. Andrew Blood
q At Gynn Square in 2005, 721 takes on another load of passengers bound for Starr
gate and shows off its newly applied Hot Ice livery. The lack of signwriting and large
expanse of plain white didn’t improve 721’s appearance and neither did the missing roof glass, which can clearly be seen here and which 721 sported for the last few
years of its life. Andrew Blood
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t The most attractive Pleasure Beach advert in recent years has been worn by 719
for the Infusion ride. Despite the jarring note caused by the use of contravision over
the front windows, the two tone blue design and use of the extra body side mouldings produced an inspired look. The tram is seen on the now removed centre track
at Cabin. Andrew Blood
qt Its black and gold livery covered by a thin layer of dust, 721 is seen here in 2010,
six months after it last operated in service. Now withdrawn, it will probably carry this
advert until it is finally removed from Blackpool by its new owners. Andrew Blood
q Seen at North Pier on the first day of service in 2011, the latest in a long line of
Pleasure Beach adverts is the one currently carried by 719. The artistic representation
of the Big One along the cars lower panelling is an imaginative touch to an otherwise unremarkable advert design. Andrew Blood
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Events Diary
12th June 2011
East Anglia Transport
Museum
100 Years of the Trolleybus!: A one-off event
to celebrate 100 years
since trolleybuses first
operated in the UK at
which it is hoped the
world’s oldest operational trolleybus will return to
service. Trolleybuses will
also be in service showing the development of
this vehicle through the
decades at home and
abroad. A free hourly
service will operate to
Lowestoft. Open 10301700.

19th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Father’s Day: Dad travels
free today and for a
special treat let him fulfill
his dream and become
a Seaton Tramway driver
with the Driver’s Eye
Experience for just £20.
You can either pre-book
or turn up on the day but
to ensure your place you
are advised to book in
advance.

24th June 2011
Acton Depot

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museum’s
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11AM and 2PM, and
cost adults £10 and £8.50
concessions. Tickets must
be pre-booked. More
information on the London Transport Museum
website.

25th June 2011
Acton Depot

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museum’s
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11AM and 2PM, and
cost adults £10 and £8.50

Back Cover Caption

Following the completion of trackwork around
the Metropole Hotel and on the North Promenade, the Blackpool tramway was able to
re-open the next stage of the tramway to
Cabin during May. On the first day of the Cabin
service, 6th May 2011, 648 is pictured crossing
over on the start of its return run to the Pleasure
Beach. Jonathan Niblock
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concessions. Tickets must
be pre-booked. More
information on the London Transport Museum
website.

Blackpool Tramway

Tram Tour: Join the LTT, for
their annual ‘totallyTransport’ opener tram tour.
The tour is scheduled to
operate from 10.30AM
until 4PM, and will utilise
Brush car 632 and newlyoutshopped Balloon 715
in the 1970s fleet livery
of half green and half
cream. Tickets cost £10
and will be available to
buy from the LTT website
shortly. Full details of
the route are still to be
confirmed, though the
tramway is not expected
to be open beyond Little
Bispham.

Crich Tramway Village

1950s weekend: A gala
of 1950s music, cars and
styles brings the Village
to life. Premier Event

Magazine Information

Seaton Tramway

Tapas Evening: 19302200 enjoy a taste of
the Mediterranean at
Colyton Station with
a Tapas Evening and
optional tram ride. Fantastic Spanish food and
the odd glass of sangria.
Tickets cost £17 for Tapas
and tram and £12 for just
the Tapas. The tram will
depart Seaton at 1900
returning from Colyton at
2200. Advance Booking
essential.

26th June 2011
East Anglian Transport Museum

Bus and Coach Event
2011: This event will see
a large number of both
vintage and modern
buses on display at the
museum and gives you
the chance to sample
the Museum’s fleet of
historic buses out on the
road. A network on free
services will link the rally
with both Lowestoft and
Beccles. Open 10301700.

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements
from any industry, business or
organisation connected in some
way, shape or form with the
tramway movement. Price plans
and options can be discussed
with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@
tramways-monthly.com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans
covering a longer period and
advertisements do not need to

Blackpool Tramway

totallyTransport: The
annual transport event
in Blackpool returns will
all the usual treats expected including classic
cars on display, classic
buses, coaches and
commercial vehicles on
display, enthusiast trade
stalls, tram models and
a Vintage Tram service.
Further details will be announced on our website
and in the magazine
once known.

Crich Tramway Village

1950s weekend: A gala
of 1950s music, cars and
styles brings the Village
to life. Premier Event

27th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.

appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on our website - please
contact us for more information.
Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like
to advise all readers to view
the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat
Reader (AAR). This software is
available to be downloaded
free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing
this PDF on a corporate sys-
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Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

28th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

29th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

tem, you should contact your
administrator for details about
upgrading to the latest version
of Acrobat Reader. We do not
guarantee that the document
will view correctly on any other
software.
Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style
of this PDF file, referred to as
‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All photographs remain

30th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

1st July 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

the copyright property of the
stated photographer. Readers
are permitted to print copies for
their own reading or to provide
to friends/colleagues. But being
a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be
sold by any means, printed or
electronic. All our back issues
are freely available from http://
www.tramways-monthly.com
and our PDF files may be passed
onto interested parties, at no
charge, in either a printed or
electronic format.
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All Change!

Editor Jack Gordon brings you a multitude of tramway miscellany
as the pole is swung and the seats are turned. Until next time!

Website of the Month

My ‘Website of the Month’ for May is
one that I am sure that many readers
will already be aware of, however it is
very much deserving of a mention in
these pages due to the fabulous photographic updates that appear nearly
every day!
Sticking with the general theme of
my previous choices, we have another
personal blog this month, coming from
rural Derbyshire and belonging to Richard Lomas.
Richard’s Tram Blog, found at
http://tramways.blogspot.com, primarily focusses on the happenings of Crich
Tramway Village, home of the National
Tramway Museum, but also looks at
other tramways throughout the UK and
the world, either visited by Richard or

Tram Tours 2011

Interest has been growing in our ‘Last
Weekend 2011’ tram tours that we are
holding in Blackpool later this year, and
I just wanted to take the opportunity to
answer a few frequently asked questions and clear up a couple of points!
First of all, the most common question that we are being asked at the
moment is if there is space on the tours
- the short answer is yes! We will run the
tours to meet demand - meaning that
additional trams will be added on, even
if the tours end up running at a loss as a
result of this, if we sell out those already
booked.
Similarly, we are also not operating
any allocation of cars, decks, or similar,
and you will be free to choose your own
seats on any of the trams, and move
around seats as you please throughout
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

sent in by his readers.
The blog is well worth a read for
any tramway enthusiast, featuring topical information and, at times, a number
of lively debates on current issues!
It should be noted, however, that
all of the opinions made on the blog
are Richard’s own personal views, and
are not endorsed by any organisation
that he or any of his contributors are
connected too. Likewise, Tramways
Monthly does not necessarily endorse or
agree with views expressed on this blog.
• Do you have a website you would
like to be considered as my next
‘Website of the Month’? Email the
link and I will take a look and consider it!

the tours, though do be aware that it
will be first-come-first-served from 11AM
at the Pleasure Beach - arrive early to
guarantee the spot you want!
Finally, as you may be aware, the
Blackpool tramway is not currently open
north of Little Bispham, with the section
to Cleveleys - and further north - not
expected until much later in the season.
We have been assured by Blackpool
Transport that the tramway will be open
through to Fisherman’s Walk (Ash Street)
for November, and it is our intention to
run the tram tours over the entire length
of the tramway from Pleasure Beach to
Ash Street. However, due to the current
uncertainty surrounding this, we are not
currently able to confirm the routes of
the tram tours, but please do keep an
eye out for all the latest news.
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On Saturday 16th July 2011 we celebrate the forming of the
Manchester Transport Historical Collection. Initially set up
to preserve elements of Manchester’s Tramway, the group
soon set up an exhibition and secured the body of 765 for
restoration. The rest, as they say, is history!
The event is only £10 with canapés, buffet, celebration cake,
presentations and free tram rides throughout the evening and
after dusk. Non-members welcome.
Further details on 0161 740 1919
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
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Next Time...

Blackpool Charity
Calendar Photoshoot

Andrew Blood

A photo shoot for a charity calendar was held in Blackpool recently, providing an unrepeatable chance to see some of the stored cars in daylight for
the first time in many years. See some fascinating views of long forgotten
friends, only in Tramways Monthly issue 28.

Crich held its annual Enthusiasts’ Day on May 29th, providing an opportunity
to see several rare trams out in the daylight, plus the chance to ride on all
the serviceable trams in one day. Tramways Monthly was there and will be
bringing you full coverage of the event next time...

Andrew Blood

Crich Enthusiasts’ Day

Only in Tra mways Monthly Issue 28 - Out Soon!
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